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QUESTION 1

A client receives multiple feeds from third parties on the same SFTP location: 

1. 

Product prices (sftp: prod/prices) 

2. 

Stores information (sftp: prod/stores; 

3. 

Product information (sftp: prod/catalog) 

4. 

Categories information (sftp: prod/marketing) 

5. 

Content (sftp: prod/marketing) 

Some of the feeds are placed on sftp multiple times a day, as the information is updated in the source system. 

TheArchitect decides to have only two jobs: 

1. 

One that checks and downloads available feeds every hour 

2. 

One that imports the files from Webdav once a day before the data replication, using the standards steps available in
the Job Framework 

Which designis correct for the import Job, taking the steps scope in consideration? 

A. 1. four sibling flows execute steps ki parallel: import products, stores, prices, content 

2. 

fifth flow executes: import categories 

3. 

last flow executes steps In sequence: reindex 

B. 1. four sibling flows execute steps in parallel: import products, stores, prices, content 

2. last flow executes steps in sequence import categories, reindex 

C. 1. three siting flows Import steps In parallel: import products, stores, prices 
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2. 

fourthflow executes: import categories 

3. 

last flow executes steps in sequece: reindex, Import content 

D. 1. Four sibling flows execute steps in parallel: import products, stores, price, content 

2. last flow executes steps in sequence: import:categories, reindex 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A company that is a shoe-producer is doing Salesforce B2C Commerce implementation. In their Enterprise Resource
Warning (ERP) system, the products are marked as being one of three types: boots, sandals, and sneakers. The
business requirements based on the type are: 

1. 

The messaging on Product Detail page is different 

2. 

Customers are able to filler their Product Search Results 

The customer\\'s operations team asks about the format in which to send this value in the catalog. 

Which data type should the Architect specify for this attribute In the Data Mapping document? 

A. A custom attribute of type string containing comma separated values. 

B. A custom attribute type set-of-string containing multiple values. 

C. A custom attribute of type enum-of-string (multiselect able value). 

D. A custom attribute of type enum-of-string (single selectable value) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Northern Trail Outfitters uses an Order Management system (OMS), which creates an order tracking number for every
order 24 hours after receiving it. The OMS provides only a web-service interface to get this tracking number. There is a
job 

that updates this tracking number for exported orders, which were last modified yesterday. 
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Part of this jobs code looks like the following: 

Based on the above description and code snippet, which coding best practice should the Architect enforce? 

A. Post-processing of search results is a bad practice that needs to be corrected. 

B. The transaction for updating of orders needs to be rewritten to avoid problems with transaction size. 

C. Configure circuit breaker andtimeout for the OMS web service call to prevent thread exhaustion. 

D. Standard order import should be used instead of modifying multiple order objects with custom code. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Given a website launched to production, the Architect can rely on several SFCC Business Manager tools that provide an
automatic notification feature. Which three tools have such a feature and do not require to be monitored manually?
Choose 3 answers 

A. Job Schedules 

B. Custom Log Settings 

C. Analytics Conversion Reports 

D. Pipeline Profiler 

E. Quota Status 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

During a load test the storefront shows steady but slow performanceon all the paces being tested. The Architect opens
Pipeline Profiler and sorts the data by *total time" column. The following come as the top Ave items: Which controller
should the Architect focus on to further investigate the performance issue? 
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A. Product-HitTile as it has the highest hits during the load test. 

B. Search Show as this Is one of the key controllers that the customer uses 

C. Product-Detail as It has the highest total time and highest maximum time. 

D. Home-IncludeHeaderMenu as It has highestaverage time. 

Correct Answer: D 
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